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the bulk of a fundy template is saved into xml. you can cut and paste xml in and out of
the template. the interface allows you to import xml from a text file into an existing

template, from any software which saves xml. fundy designer is a first of its kind
template creator which can be used easily and efficiently to add any functionality. this
program can also edit the frames of canvas print layouts, plus provide fully featured
watermarking, graphic and text editing capabilities. additionally, you can add any of

more than a dozen embedded modules to a template, including slideshow, built-in album
forms, statement forms, canvas print frame and more. you can also insert a button into
the template to instantly insert any of these modules. the program has a very intuitive
user interface. most modules have their very own ui buttons. the editing of modules is
very straight forward. you can add any number of text boxes, text boxes on text boxes,
buttons, images, frames, charts or diagrams etc and other advanced functionalities. all
the usual ms office applications are provided, such as excel, powerpoint, access, and

word. additionally, the application comes with its own proprietary document files format,
called a template file, in addition to the xml file format. additionally, there are many text
and image editing options. you can add notes to images, insert bullets and links, reuse

old images for different uses, and add popular tags to images and apply them globally or
limit them to a single module. in fundy designer, you can add borders, frames, dividers,
flows and cut-and-paste to create just about any kind of print layout imaginable, right
inside the program. you can work with several different frame styles. you can also use
frames to create any size page, from just one page to a thousand. you can also create
albums that include any number of different types of layouts, including photo collages

and photo books. 5ec8ef588b
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